FUN PATCH SCAVENGER HUNT
The Instrument Families
Which family of instruments is generally
played with a horsehair bow? STRING
Which family of instruments primarily uses
valves to change notes? BRASS
In which family of instrument might a
performer play 5 different instruments during
one piece of music? PERCUSSION
Which family of instruments primarily uses
reeds to create sound? WOODWIND

Individual Instruments
Which woodwind instruments are not
made of wood? FLUTE and
SAXOPHONE

This instrument uses an end pin to keep it oﬀ the floor.
CELLO

Which percussion instrument is set up like
a piano and has metal bars for keys?
BELLS, ORCHESTRA BELLS,
GLOCKENSPIEL

This instrument is a circle of wood with metal discs
attached. TAMBOURINE

This instrument creates the best glissando
with its slide rather than valves or keys.
TROMBONE
This instrument is named for its shape.
TRIANGLE

The violin has 4 strings.

This “instrument” is the most powerful in the
orchestra, but it doesn’t make a sound!
CONDUCTING BATON
The cello’s strings were once made of ANIMAL GUTS.
Gross!!

Places in the Hall
These seats in the hall give concertgoers a bird’s eye view of the music onstage. BALCONY or
MEZZANINE
This location at the concert is not involved in making music but is really important if you want a
seat! TICKET BOOTH
These are the passageways in which people are directed to their seats. AISLES
This side of the stage looks like the left to a concertgoer, but it is known as stage RIGHT!
These far edges of the stage are not visible to concertgoers but are very important for entrance and
exits in the action! WINGS

Bonus!
During the concert, circle which instruments shown in the diagram are
NOT in the Spooky Symphony concert this year.

This one was tricky! The instruments not in use in the Spooky
Symphony were the alto flute, contrabassoon, and castanets!

